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A fresh approach
insurance from
H

aving worked closely with private day nurseries for nine years Stanmore Insurance
Brokers Limited decided the time was right to launch their own insurance scheme in
early 2003. The experience gained over this period had shown that the nursery
sector was particularly customer focused. They also proved to be very responsive to an
insurance broker who shared and supported their aim to eliminate risk wherever possible,
whilst at the same time providing the security of a quality insurance contract.
The loyalty of the client base enabled Stanmore to formulate the dot 2 dot brand during
mid 2003 with the direct input of those people whose needs mattered most – the nursery
owners and managers. It was during this period that the concept of dot 2 dot as ‘more than
just an insurance policy’ evolved.

clients needs…
A number of key areas had been
identified as being of major
concern to the nursery insurance sector:
●

When quoting for new clients it was
discovered many were under
insured, particularly in respect of
Business Interruption cover. As
levels of cover were discussed with
prospects it was clear that in many
cases no proper review of their sums
insured had been undertaken since
they commenced trading! Upon the
realisation that such inadequacy
could lead to substantial reductions
in claim settlements they had a
captive audience.

●

The increasing rise in litigation
highlighted the need to actively
prevent injury and defend claims.

●

Assistance with Risk Assessments,
Health & Safety legislation and
Employment Law issues were
needed.

●

There was generally a lack of
understanding and expertise within
the insurance industry with regard
to the specialist needs of the
nursery sector.

solutions sought…
It was evident early on that the choice of insurance
underwriter for the scheme would be key to its long
term credibility and success.
dot 2 dot were delighted to secure the support of
Ecclesiastical Insurance Group who are renown within
the industry and beyond for their ethical and fair
approach to both underwriting and claims handling.
A crucial factor in the selection process was their many
years experience as an insurer for schools and
nurseries.
The development time devoted to the scheme was
vindicated by the fact that all but one of their existing
nurseries transferred over to it during its inaugural
year.

Jackie Hyde
DIRECTOR
Started her career in the
insurance industry back in
1983 with Commercial Union.
She decided upon a move into
the broking fraternity and joined
Stanmore Insurance Brokers
Limited in 1988.
Jackie soon established herself as an essential part of the team
and her hard work and dedication over the years ensured her
promotion to the Board of Directors. It was Jackie’s
commitment to the Nursery sector combined with her vision
that she could offer ‘something better’ that motivated her to
develop the dot2dot concept.
Jackie is photographed at the recent Early Years Exhibition.
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the future...
...exhibitions...
dot 2 dot recently received a
fantastic reception at the Early Years
Exhibition at Gmex in Manchester.
They are also looking forward to
attending the London Exhibition in
September/October 2005.

added value...
dot 2 dot was conceived on the fundamental belief that they
could and would offer more than just an insurance policy.
Additional services endorsed by their existing clients as
providing a tangible benefit, were thoroughly investigated and
then sourced by the team at dot 2 dot, to ensure the final product
provided genuine added value to the traditional insurance
offering. Some of the partnership arrangements have been
particularly useful for start up nurseries with available discounts
for Risk Assessments, Health & Safety advice, Fingershield
protection for doors and a bulk buying scheme for all their
necessities from nappies through to office furniture.
The first dot 2 dot ‘Paperchain’ newsletter issued in September
2004 to celebrate their first anniversary was seen as the perfect
vehicle to launch the product to a wider market. ‘Stanley’ the dot
2 dot bear and chief mascot was named via a free prize draw in
this first edition and the lucky winning nursery, Daisy Chains
Nursery, Bolton, won a six-seater Community Playthings
‘Kindervan’ worth £1,000!
Further investment over recent months
has seen additional development of the
dot 2 dot website, which now benefits
from an interactive members area.

www.dot-2-dot.org.uk

dot 2 dot is always
looking for new ideas
and your thoughts, as
always are extremely
welcome. We are
currently considering
the following and your
feedback, would be
appreciated.

...payroll...
Do you need a payroll facility?
Would you like us to negotiate a deal
on your behalf?
Do you have an existing facility and if so,
can it be improved?

...members forum...

David Turner
DIRECTOR
Has only ever worked for broking organisations and had little knowledge
of experience of the Nursery sector prior to him joining the Board at
Stanmore in May 2004. He has had much to learn about childrens day
nurseries as his only previous experience was paying for his own childrens
day care!
He is genuinely excited by the dot 2 dot
product and is fully committed to its
development alongside Jackie over the
coming years.
Married with two children and residing in
Derbyshire, David enjoys the outdoor life
in his spare time.

We are constantly talking to our clients
and a few have suggested we provide a
Members Forum via our website.
Would you like to talk to other nurseries
and exchange ideas?

...care plans...
Do you have difficulties in organising
care plans for children with medical
issues that are to attend your nurseries?
Would you like us to obtain some
relevant information that could assist
you in this area?

...what else..?
Please send your emails to
jackie@dot-to-dot.org.uk
in respect of the above or any other
service/issue you would like us
to investigate.
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I have found that the
service provided by dot
2 dot has been
exemplary. This has
ensured that we have
been able to minimise our
risk of claims and obtain the
greatest premium savings.
An outstanding service!

valued
partners...

Michael Ruaux, Director, Bright Start Ltd

dot 2 dot have provided an exemplary and very
personal service. All our queries and claims have
been dealt with promptly and very efficiently. We
would strongly recommend
dot 2 dot to any company considering or
reviewing their insurance cover.
Joanne McClellan, Owner, Daisy Chains Nursery

I cannot express my gratitude enough to
dot 2 dot as it is very demanding being a sole
trader and the last thing you need in the day to
day running of a nursery business is the extra
hassle of a claim. dot 2 dot has taken all this
away from me. I would have no hesitation in
recommending dot 2 dot services to others in the
childcare industry.
Mary Bohm, Owner, Aunt Mary’s Private Day Nursery

As Managing Director of a Nursery Group
employing around 100 staff, Insurance and the
quality of both cover and the service is a very
important issue to me, especially in a sector that
has seen so much change in its own legislation.
In dot 2 dot we have been delighted to have a
policy with the fresh ideas and all round support
from Jackie Hyde and her team at dot 2 dot. The
legal and technical support line has been
invaluable as well as advice on training issues,
employment issues, risk assessments and
recommendations on how to prevent accidents i.e.
Fingershield door guards.
I have no hesitation in recommending the dot 2
dot Policy to any nursery owner.
Alan Clifford, Managing Director, First Class
Childcare Ltd

For a fresh approach to
nursery insurance contact...
dot 2 dot Stanmore Insurance Brokers Ltd, Stanmore House
64-68 Blackburn Street, Radcliffe, Manchester M26 2JS
Tel: 0161 724 2900 Fax: 0161 724 2901
e: info@dot-2-dot.org.uk www.dot-2-dot.org.uk
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